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Archangel Michael  - senior war angel and chief strategist - mentors Littleton, a clever angelic

messenger on his first assignment. Through their letters, we see first-hand how spiritual warfare

works in modern times. Littleton fights to help Davis Lewis Chandler, a first-year college student

who is slowly drifting from the Lord. Character dialogue scenes within the letters give us a front-row

seat to the action. Book I of the series; to learn about the release date for the sequel, sign up on his

website at www.heavenbreaksin.com "Cappas hit a home run! Reads like a modern Screwtape

Letters." Brent Slade, FCA Baseball Director"Inspired by the literary genius of CS Lewis, Cappas

skillfully takes The Screwtape Letters and turns it on its head. Captivating to the heart & mind,

Heaven Breaks In masterfully affirms God's wisdom and presence victorious over life's challenges."

Jana Harmon, Teaching Fellow, CS Lewis Institute of Atlanta"Cappas awakens our imagination to

the reality of spiritual warfare. Heaven Breaks In reminds us that our battle is not against flesh and

blood, and he who is in us is greater than the one who is in the world." Robby Higginbottom, College

Minister, Park Cities Presbyterian Church, PCA"Intriguing story, fascinating characters. This

bookâ€™s bound for Hollywood." Chris Milhous, Former CEO of Ogilvy & Mather Atlanta, Managing

Principal of MB Global House"Cappas weaves the truth of Scripture beautifully into the life and story

of his protagonist Davis. A powerful aid to help us see our world through a biblical lense." Caroline

White, RUF Campus Ministry"A stirring reminder of the warfare we face. Cappas has the piercing

insight of a first-rate scriptwriter. Christian storytelling just reached new heights!" Anna Julise Cook,

Professional Actor"A masterfully orchestrated depiction of the struggle, salvation, and redemption of

the Christian in the modern world; Heaven Breaks In is both a challenge and an encouragement to

anyone who has ever wrestled with the purpose of his own existence." Wilson Waggoner, University

of Virginia Alum, Former President of Kappa Sigma Fraternity"Heaven Breaks In pulls the curtain

back on the reality of life as a college freshman. As the story unfolds you will be drawn in, find the

book hard to put down, and discover spiritual insights that might just change the way you view and

live life." Jason Ellerbee, Young Couples Pastor, Briarwood Presbyterian Church, PCA
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I planned to start this book and read gradually over time. However, I finished within 24 hours of

starting. While it is not a long read, the narrative is easy to read and flows seamlessly. I was

surprised at how well Mr. Cappas captured the reality of life on a modern day college campus. I felt

like I went back in time thirteen years to my freshman year in a large southern university. I wish I

had read a book like this one before taking the "long" road to my destiny in Christ. This book should

be placed in the hands of every high school senior.Mr. Cappas works in sound, biblical truths while

captivating the reader to just read "one more page" until he or she discovers that there are no more

pages. As a missionary to Latin America where the spiritual realm (heaven and hell) is very

prevalent and the miraculous is normal Christianity, I believe the church in the U.S. is asleep to the

spiritual war around us. There is a great slumber where many in the body of Christ in the U.S.

choose to rationalize or ignore the spiritual realm based on their lack of experience as opposed to

relying on the truth set forth in the Bible. I believe this book is a wake up call to the need for our

young people to have solid support from mature believers and the church while they encounter an

onslaught of attack at a vulnerable stage in life. The book does not focus on being fearful that there

is a demon behind every corner, but instead emphasizes the authority we have in Christ and how

Jesus loves us so much that he has surrounded us with ministering spirits to protect us. It is clear

that the author knows his Bible but has also received revelation from the Holy Spirit about grace and

the Father's love. I applaud Mr. Cappas on his work and look forward to the sequel!



I started a bit skeptical because of the traditional churchy terms and themes. I consider myself less

old-school in the way I approach my Christianity. But his depiction was so compelling and

no-nonsense that it truly did change the way I started to think and act! I was amazed at how, each

time after reading Nicholas's book, as I went about life I noticed the thoughts and feelings that were

influencing me in good and bad ways. And I was able to hold onto the good ones and jettison the

unhelpful ones. For example I often think that I can do this journey alone, but it reminded me how

important spiritual friendship is.The book was a fast read because of succinct language and quickly

paced plot. I had to force myself to stop to think and pray at times because it was so important that I

internalize what I had just read before I could go on to read more.Anyway, I was pleasantly won

over by this book, not only because of its quality of writing and storytelling, but because of the

beautiful way it is turning me toward Jesus, in the battle over my heart and mind again. I know that

sounds churchy. But it's true. Thanks Nicholas.

Heaven Breaks In is the kind of book that breaks the standard mold of Christian Fiction and takes

risks in a way that is new, fun, and satisfying. I found myself getting completely immersed in the

story and especially with how the story is told through letters back and forth from the two angels.

This truly is the "angel version" of Screwtape Letters and you'll find yourself stopping to ask

yourself...how many times have I been unaware of these things happening around me?The

characters, story, and setting is so realistic and very relatable. I think that the conversations had

around the story and situations that happen in the book will be convicting and exciting! I personally

cannot wait until some of my friends read this book so I can talk to them about it. Some really

fascinating themes here that will encourage any believer's faith and awareness of the spiritual battle

around us!Definitely the perfect book for any small group or book club, whether college aged or not.

However I do think that the college setting lends itself to be really particularly relevant to any college

aged Christ follower. I cannot wait for a sequel!!

I enjoyed the Screwtape Letters and when I read that Heaven Breaks In was in that style I was

skeptical. After a few pages the skepticism vanished and by the end of the book, which came much

too soon, I was hoping I'd find info on a sequel. It's a great read that C.S. Lewis would be honored

to be associated with.The spiritual warfare is real and the author does a terrific job explaining it and

showing the results, both positive and negative. I know our Lord was active in its writing and will use

this book for His glory in the years ahead.



Heaven Breaks In is truly one of the most thought-provoking and encouraging books that I have

ever read. Cappas not only made Davisâ€™ (the main character) stories relatable, he also

effectively depicted the spiritual battle surrounding each scene. As a young college alum, I felt as if

the events that Davis (the main character) experienced may as well have happened to me. So, I

found myself choking with emotion as I read how the Lord continuously mobilized His angels to fight

for Davis â€œbehind the scenesâ€• against demons and plans of evil! Through the spiritual battle

encompassing each scene, I gained a new level of understanding for our desperate need for prayer.

Furthermore, I was shown new examples of the depths of Godâ€™s grace when we fail to

acknowledge the unseen spiritual battle, and when the condition of our hearts is failing.Heaven

Breaks In already is being compared to C.S. Lewisâ€™ â€œThe Screwtape Lettersâ€•, as it was

inspired by Lewisâ€™ work. However, it also broke new ground as Cappas incorporated a healthy

balance of character dialogue in the angelsâ€™ letters. I believe this book will be a solid contributor

to the recent reawakening of â€œChristianâ€• art. Every scene is beautifully and skillfully written, yet

is easy to follow.Although this book should be required reading for college students who will likely

experience Davisâ€™ events firsthand, it is a must read for everyone. Satan usually attacks

Godâ€™s children through subtle deception, rather than through obvious ambushes. An effective

way to attack evil is to expose these plans of deception, and Cappas does this through Heaven

Breaks In.
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